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Like this!
Hey!Hey!
This comic is written in This comic is written in 
traditional manga format. traditional manga format. 
That’s why you read it  That’s why you read it  
from the top right  from the top right  
to the bottom left.to the bottom left.

And then this!

And 
this!

You’re  

gettin’ the 

hang of  
it!

Easy!



Light again fell onto a forgotten tale of a three-eyed half god. Light again fell onto a forgotten tale of a three-eyed half god. 
A tale engraved into the walls of an ancient tomb…A tale engraved into the walls of an ancient tomb…

In exchange for riches the three-eyed granted the people games. In exchange for riches the three-eyed granted the people games. 
But the story somehow was erased from history. But the story somehow was erased from history. 

Covered by the white Sahara sand dunes  Covered by the white Sahara sand dunes  
the tale faded into oblivion…the tale faded into oblivion…

…But sand flows …But sand flows 
naturally by the naturally by the 
motions of the motions of the 
winds & time.  winds & time.  

And what was lost And what was lost 
found its way back found its way back 
to the surface.to the surface.

For in 1969 a tomb For in 1969 a tomb 
was found deep was found deep 
within the Sahara within the Sahara 
desert of Morocco. desert of Morocco. 

And its seal was And its seal was 
soon lifted by the soon lifted by the 
curiosity of men…curiosity of men…



Leaving us in darkness with Leaving us in darkness with 
but many questions...but many questions...

Who chose this path of Who chose this path of 
deception & lies?deception & lies?

And why was history erased?And why was history erased?

A forgotten tale of creation, worship & trade  A forgotten tale of creation, worship & trade  
found its way back to the surface.found its way back to the surface.



EAYINA?

W-WHAT?

You should 
really cover 
that eye . . .

Eh?

NOTHIN’ TO SEE NOTHIN’ TO SEE 
‘ERE! Continue ‘ERE! Continue 
the shopping!the shopping!

Let’s not 
draw too 

much 
attention. 
Come with 
me now!

None could have  foreseen who None could have  foreseen who 
would wander into the bazaar would wander into the bazaar 
that day. None but one...that day. None but one...



Who are you?Don’t worry. 
this is my 

hotel room.
puzzled. . .

I did not ask 
what you are

Look! We 
need to get 
you far away 

from here 
as soon as 
possible.

G-ULP
G-ULP

People have 
seen too much. 
You would be 

pursued!

Now that 
would 

be highly 
unplea-
sant!

Why? -What 
do you want 
in return?

To be part 
of the fun!

A mysterious deal granted the three-eyed wanderer from the desert A mysterious deal granted the three-eyed wanderer from the desert 
a hat & an envelope... The cocktail for an escape in style!a hat & an envelope... The cocktail for an escape in style!



On a warm summer’s evening.On a warm summer’s evening.
On a train bound for nowhere...On a train bound for nowhere...

It sure is a 
nice sight to 
behold, sir.

When this trail ends 
my new life begins . . .

I get the  
feeling we don’t 
differ so much.

I’m good at reading  
the faces of people . . .

And I can see you 
ran out of aces . . .
Which I did not.

Hmm

CCHHO0O0KK--aa
CCHHO0O0KK--aa

CCHH
OO00

KK--aa



I don’t know what you’re talking  
about, mr. Gambler. But it sounds like 

you’re challenging me to a game  
of some sorts . . .

What 
if I 

win?

I teach you how I 
read those faces.
But what if I win?

If you win . . . I tell 
you a secret. . .

GOOD!

Since we’re 
both tired we 
keep it simple!

Each of us draws a card 
from this deck and calls 

the card higher or 
lower. You win IF 

you call it right. 
Easy!

If we call the same 
the highest or lowest, 
dependent of what we 

called wins.

Best of three!

I think I’m lower.

I think I’m 
also lower

*Rtts
*Rtts



It appears I 
win this first 
round! For my 
2 is far lower 
than your 5.

Will you go 
first next?

Allow 
me to

!

This time MY 
card is lower.

Hmm. . .

I think you’ve 
found your  

ace tonight!

Yet so  
did I! You hold 

an ace.

WE ARE  EQUAL!

It appears every hand’s a 
winner & every hand’s a loser. 
Nonetheless that was a most 

entertaining game!

It was.



Now, back 
to our 

arrange-
ment!

I see you  
are not from 
these parts,  
mr. Gambler.

You should take great 
care, mr. Gambler.

For you are  
being followed . . .

My people believe that  
the spirits of the 
desert, the great 
alsahra, bestow 

supernatural  
powers.

But that they can also  
be an omen of great 

misfortune. . .

CCHHO0O0KK--aa
CCHHO0O0KK--aa



BY A 
DJIN.



Pursued after all... by a spirit... from the desert?...Pursued after all... by a spirit... from the desert?...



O N EVolume
An unbeatable game, a collapsed tomb, An unbeatable game, a collapsed tomb, 
a Djin of the great Alsahra and monsters a Djin of the great Alsahra and monsters 
amongst men. As Ray takes his first steps amongst men. As Ray takes his first steps 
into the modern world the forgotten tale into the modern world the forgotten tale 
of a three-eyed half god follows as if its of a three-eyed half god follows as if its 
shadow. Attracting curious individuals shadow. Attracting curious individuals 
with even stranger motives of power, fame with even stranger motives of power, fame 
and the prevention of the end of the world... and the prevention of the end of the world... 

Dive into the story  Dive into the story  
of ‘the most relaxedof ‘the most relaxed  
trading card game  trading card game  
in the world’in the world’
like never  like never  
before!before!

THE ORIGINAL MONSTER CLUB TCG STORYTHE ORIGINAL MONSTER CLUB TCG STORY



GET THE FULL STORY!GET THE FULL STORY!


